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Introduction 

Piracy might seem like a story of times long gone. But in recent years, it has risen anew as a 

serious challenge to many regions of the world – with 161 attacks globally in 2016. 

One of the affected regions is the Gulf of Guinea. The gulf on the west coast of Africa is bordered 

by Côte D’Ivoire in the north-western part of Africa, and stretches to Angola, bordering it in the south. 

Although littoral states are mainly affected since the attacks happen at sea, landlocked states depend on 

the gulf as well for imports and exports, as a vast majority of African trade happens at sea. 

The targets for piracy and armed robberies are usually trade ships. The pirates steal cargo or 

ship property, or kidnap crew members for ransom. Due to the high risk of being attacked, insurance 

rates are high, which results in a great economic loss for states in the region. 

The number of pirate attacks has consistently been high for years now. In 2011, the United 

Nations Security Council (UNSC) attempted to solve the issue by passing resolution 2018, followed by 

resolution 2039 in 2012. But despite this effort and various local and international conferences, the gulf 

has seen an increasing number of attacks once again, as can be seen in the 2018 report of the 

International Maritime Bureau (IMB) Piracy Reporting Centre, thus showing the need for innovative 

strategies. 

An example for the successful fight against piracy poses Somalia, which was a stronghold of 

piracy until circa 2011. The state, which is classified as a failed state, did not possess the resources to 

fight the attacks. Therefore, various states, as well as organizations such as the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO), sent out ships to prevent piracy, resulting in zero attacks reported to the IMB in 

2015. The attacks in the Gulf of Guinea, however, often occur in territorial waters, which makes the 

approach of international patrols difficult. 

 

 

 

Definition of Key Terms 
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Piracy  

Piracy is a criminal activity directed against ships and aircrafts, as well as their passengers and 

property, which takes place on the high seas and outside of states’ jurisdiction. The goal of piracy is 

private gain of crew or passengers of a private aircraft or ship. Illegal acts of violence, detention, or 

depredation, as well as the facilitation and voluntary participation in operating a pirate ship, are acts of 

piracy.  

Territorial waters  

The waters up to 12 nautical miles off a states’ baseline. The determination of baselines can be 

found in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). Territorial waters fall under 

the jurisdiction of a state. While foreign vessels have the Right of Innocent Passage and vessels such as 

trade ships can traverse through these seas, international patrols are prohibited since they are 

considered prejudicial and therefore not innocent. 

Armed robbery against ships  

 In contrast to piracy, armed robberies against ships (referred to as “armed robberies” throughout 

this document) are any illegal acts of violence, detention and depredation directed against ships, their 

passengers or property which take place within a state´s jurisdiction. Armed robberies against ships are 

committed for private gain of the attacker. The state´s jurisdiction includes territorial, archipelagic and 

internal waters. 

Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated fishing (IUU fishing)  

IUU or illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing is defined in the United Nations Convention on 

the Law of the Sea as fishing that is conducted contradictory to legal conservation and management 

measures currently in place around the world. It is a crime committed by industrial fishing fleets and 

often takes place in the waters of developing countries; this deprives the local fishers of their basis of 

existence and therefore fuels piracy. 

Hijacking  

Hijackings are a form of attack used by pirates and armed robbers. It is the unauthorized seizure 

and confinement of a vessel by persons who are not part of the crew. Pirates hijack vessels to steal 

cargo, for example oil. Hijackings are rare since they take a long time and the vessel must be hidden as 

long as it is confined. 

Kidnapping  

The unapproved and forceful deportation of a person belonging to the vessel from is is defined as 

kidnappings. Kidnappings are profitable and take little time as opposed to hijacking a ship, making them 

a common form of attack used by pirates and armed robbers. 

Maritime Security 

Maritime security is the prevention of threats to crew members, ships, ports as well as the 

maritime environment and maritime facilities. Those threats include issues such as piracy and IUU 
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fishing. Maritime security must be ensured on both a national and an international basis. For example, 

the International Maritime Organization was created for the purpose of ensuring Maritime Security. 

 

Background Information 

Development of piracy in Africa 

Occasional incidents of piracy have, according to the IMB Piracy Reporting Centre’s annual 

reports, occurred since the 1990’s. While Somalia was particularly affected in the 2000’s, especially from 

circa 2007 to 2011, most attacks now occur in the Gulf of Guinea. Maritime security in Somalia was 

improved through military operations such as operation “Atalanta” by the EU. The operations proved 

successful and there was a consistently decreasing number of attacks until 2015, when no attacks were 

reported. There were three attacks in 2016 and 2017 after a reduction of surveillance. 

Over the years, there have been fluctuations in the number of incidents, but an end to the issue is 

not to be seen. After a decrease of to attacks reported to the IMB Piracy Reporting Centre in 2015 with 

only 18, the issue has resurfaced once again. This might be related to a concerted campaign by militant 

groups in Nigeria. In the first half of 2018, 46 attacks took place and were reported in the Gulf of Guinea. 

The Community of Reporting which was set up by the IMB and Oceans Beyond Piracy (OBP) to 

allow agencies and organizations to share information with the IMB Piracy Reporting Centre in 

confidence has repeatedly stated that the real figures may be significantly higher; the comparison of 

figures reported to the IMB and the Community of Reporting in the report for the second quarter of 2018 

amounting to 66% underreporting to the IMB. Many shipowners fear disadvantages and a bad reputation 

if they do report attacks. Without action being taken, it is highly unlikely for the attacks to stop. 

Possible reasons for piracy 

States in the Gulf of Guinea region, Nigeria in particular, house many natural resources, one of 

them being oil. Almost 70% of Africa’s oil production takes place in this region, yet only a fraction of it 

can be processed in the region. This results in a large oil export, the gulf frequently being used by trade 

vessels which pose a profitable target for robbers and pirates. 

But despite their many natural resources, the common population is still poor. The Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA) listed the the purchasing power parity (PPP) of Nigeria in 2017 as $5,900 per 

capita, which places the state on rank 166, other affected states such as Benin – on rank 201 - being 

ranked even lower. This is due to the resources being internationally exploited, as many of the raw 

materials needed in global economy originate in Africa. The lack of domestic processing leads to high 

unemployment. Many Nigerians have accused their government officials of being corrupt and not using 

the proceeds of oil production for the good of their people. This is an issue that has led to the emergence 

of various militant groups, one of them being the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta 

(MEND). Militant groups such as MEND claim to protest the lack of proceeds from the industry going to 
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the common population. They are known for targeting oil infrastructure and have abducted oil workers. 

Gulf of Guinea pirates often target tankers carrying oil and petroleum products which sell well on a 

booming black market. According to Oceans Beyond Piracy (OBP), many analysts believe Gulf of 

Guinea pirates to have emerged from militant groups like MEND. 

Another issue is IUU fishing in the region. The overfishing by industrial fleets from foreign 

countries leads to overfishing, leaving local fishers empty-handed. The fishers do not only need the 

maritime resources to provide food for themselves, but for the general population as well. 

Poverty is common among the people in the Gulf of Guinea, traditional jobs such as fishing not 

providing well anymore. Piracy, however, bears the possibility to be rewarded with wealth. In an 

otherwise unprosperous life, this is tempting for the people in the Gulf of Guinea region, particularly for 

the youth.  

Usual procedure of attacks  

During a majority of the attacks, pirates usually armed with guns attempt to hijack a vessel. They 

then steal cargo or valuable possessions. Kidnappings are also very common. In the first half of 2018, 

the Gulf of Guinea was the place of all crew kidnappings. Kidnappings almost exclusively occur in 

Nigerian waters, while hijackings have taken place in other states’ waters, such as Angola’s. While 58 of 

100 kidnapped crew members in 2017 have been released, 42 have not been reported released. In the 

Gulf of Guinea, as opposed to attacks in Somalia, only one third of ships are attacked underway. The 

attacks often take place in anchorages or harbours, which are territorial waters. This is due to the states’ 

small navies, although they have been expanded since piracy first became an issue. 

It must also be mentioned that most attacks are unsuccessful. Partly thanks to the employment of 

private security, 42 out of 97 attacks in 2017 failed. 

There have been incidents such as the attack on the SP Brussels in 2014 of security forces being 

overwhelmed. This is partly due to the limited training these forces received, but also due to the heavy 

armament carried by the pirates. Many of them have onshore bases in the Niger Delta, and thus need to 

carry less fuel and water. 

There has been only one arrest in 2017, which clearly shows the need for better persecution. The 

legal framework must be strengthened as well. Nigeria, despite various attempts and being the most 

affected, still has no law explicitly criminalizing piracy or armed robberies. 

Pirates in the Gulf of Guinea are generally violent. Since they often aim at stealing cargo, the 

crew is of little value to them. If kidnappings occur, the victims taken for ransom are often officers, the 

rest of the crew still of little importance. Thus, they are quick to resort to acts of violence. 

 

 

Impact on economy 
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Due to the risk of robberies, the freight costs are high. Few shipowners and crew members are 

prepared to take the risk of being taken hostage or robbed. 

A former Nigerian president has stated that Nigeria was losing 400,000 barrels of oil daily and 

250 billion Naira (approx. $70 million) per month to maritime crime. 

Near major ports, Ghana, Togo, Benin and Nigeria have created “secure zones” for ships to 

safely anchor. According to OBP, the operation costed an estimated $9.3 million in 2017. In addition, 

private patrols and state escorts add up to to circa $367 million for contracted security. This, however, 

makes up less than half of the total cost of piracy for the region. Maintaining counter-piracy organizations 

costs another $225.3 million. The last major cost is the additional payment for seafarers who take the 

personal risk as well as captivity pay for those who were kidnapped. OBP calculated this to cost $111 

million. 

In total, the economic cost in 2017 was $818 million. This is defrayed by states of the whole 

region but in comparison, Nigeria’s GDP amounted to $275.8 in 2017. 

 

Major Countries and Organizations Involved 

Nigeria 

Nigeria is the most populous state in Africa. Despite its large economy due to its natural 

resources, half of its population lives below the poverty line. Nigeria is the state most affected by this 

issue. Most attacks take place here – in the first half of 2018, 31 of 46 attacks took place in Nigerian 

waters - and most pirates are from Nigeria as well. 

The IMB reports the Niger delta and Nigeria’s water as being at high risk of piracy and armed 

robberies of ships with 33 reported attacks in 2017. Nigerian pirates often open fire upon ships and are 

generally violent. There have been 65 abductions of crew members in 2017. The pirates often flee into 

the Niger delta after the attacks where they are difficult to persecute, although all waters around Nigeria 

are defined as risky and attacks have taken place as far as 170 nm off the coast.  

International Maritime Bureau (IMB) 

The IMB is a division of the International Chamber of Commerce. It was founded in 1982 to fight 

maritime crime. The IMB Piracy Reporting Centre monitors all reported cases of piracy and armed 

robbery and provides public reports.  

Benin  

Benin called for international help in 2011, when it experienced a spike in piracy. This resulted in 

an Assessment Mission. This rise in attacks off Benin’s coast did not last long; from 2012 to 2017 it only 

experienced 3 attacks. In the first half of 2018, however, there were five attacks. The waters off Benin 

are defined as being at high risk. The pirates are known to be violent which has led to injuries in the past. 

Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)  
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ECOWAS is a group of 15 West African states which promote economic integration. Many of the 

members such as Nigeria, Benin and Togo are affected by piracy. ECOWAS actively fights piracy; for 

example, it has, together with Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) and the Gulf of 

Guinea Commission (GGC) created the Interregional Coordination Centre (ICC) to combine the states’ 

efforts. 

Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) 

ECCAS is a group which promotes regional economic cooperation and a higher living standard. 

Among its members are states affected by piracy such as Cameroon. ECCAS has, in cooperation with 

ECOWAS and the GGC, taken measures such as the creation of the ICC against piracy. 

 

Timeline of Events 

Date 

 
Description of event 

 
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea – the legal framework for action against 

piracy and armed robberies is created. 

 

2011 UNSC Resolution 2018 – the Security Council expresses its concern for the many incidents 

of piracy and armed robbery at sea in the Gulf of Guinea. 

 

2012 Assessment mission dispatched by the Secretary General to assess the threat for the Gulf of 

Guinea region. 

 

2013 Code of Conduct concerning the repression of piracy, armed robbery against ships, and illicit 

maritime activity in West and Central Africa – GGC, ECOWAS and ECCAS develop a Code 

of Conduct to repress piracy. 

 

Relevant UN Treaties and Events 

 Peace and Security in Africa, 31 October 2011 (S/RES/2018) 

 Peace Consolidation in West Africa, 29 February 2012 (S/RES/2039) 

 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) 

 African Charter on Maritime Security and Safety and Development in Africa, 15 October 2016  

 ECOWAS Integrated Maritime Strategy (EIMS) 
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Previous Attempts to Solve the Issue 

Since piracy and armed robberies have been taking place in the Gulf of Guinea for years, there 

have been various attempts at freeing the region from the issue. 

Many organizations, divisions and programmes are devoted to eradicating piracy. For example, 

Oceans Beyond Piracy, a programme of One Earth Future, promoted better law enforcement from 2010 

to 2017. The International Maritime Bureau, another example, mainly focuses on information sharing in 

an attempt to assist traders in avoiding attacks. 

In 2011, the UNSC passed resolution 2018, which endorsed a summit of Heads of States to 

develop a comprehensive strategy to combat piracy and armed robberies. Improved laws against piracy 

and armed robbery, and the development of a framework for better information sharing, as well as calling 

to the international community for help if needed, were supposed to be part of the strategy.  

Following the Summit of Heads of State and Government on Maritime Safety and Security in the 

Gulf of Guinea, the Interregional Coordination Centre was created. It is responsible for building maritime 

law enforcement capacities, coordination of the personnel’s training, as well as the information exchange 

between Member States and promoting law enforcement against illegal acts committed at sea.  

The Gulf of Guinea Commission (GGC), ECOWAS and ECCAS have worked together to develop 

the “Code of Conduct concerning the repression of piracy, armed robbery against ships, and illicit 

maritime activity in West and Central Africa”. The Code of Conduct signatories, various West and Central 

African Sates, agreed to cooperation to “the fullest possible extent” in order to repress piracy, armed 

robbery at sea, IUU fishing and other illegal activities at sea. The Code of Conduct takes information 

sharing, incident reporting, patrols and better law enforcement into account, but has not been able to 

eradicate illegal activities at sea. This is due to the Code of Conduct not being legally binding. Nigeria, 

for instance, has yet to put a law against piracy into effect, despite being a signatory of the Code of 

Conduct. But even strong laws and well-trained forces could only suppress piracy and not actually 

eradicate it. There are many more organizations and programmes which have attempted to solve the 

issue. All of them follow a similar approach; a higher security level and better surveillance. 

A reason for the popularity of this approach certainly is its apparent success in Somalia, where 

attacks vastly decreased. However, it has not been able to do the same in the Gulf of Guinea. 

 

 

Possible Solutions 

Seeing the many fruitless attempts at eradicating piracy in the Gulf of Guinea, it is clear that a 

new approach is needed. The known method of fighting piracy itself by using patrols and security forces 

is not showing results. 
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Since many of the attacks in the Gulf of Guinea occur in territorial waters, military operations as 

used in Somalia are not an option. However, when taking a closer look at the situation in Somalia, it 

becomes clear that there, too, only piracy itself was suppressed without eliminating the underlying issue. 

Many former pirates have become fishermen but heavily struggle with IUU fishing, unable to support 

themselves with what they can fish. This situation is the same one that originally initiated the wave of 

piracy. 

This example only strengthens the need to consider the root cause of piracy. In the Gulf of 

Guinea, as stated before, this is mainly poverty and the lack of an end thereof to be seen. However, with 

the oil production and other natural resources, the region has the potential of changing this. This 

coincides with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in particular Goals 1 and 8. Goal 1 aims to 

reduce poverty and ensure every person’s right to economic resources, while the objective of Goal 8 is 

to ensure decent work for everyone with special emphasis on youth. These two goals tackle many of the 

problems the region has and which lead to piracy. The lack of work and a perspective drive many 

towards piracy, and it is the responsibility of the states to provide their people with it. 

It is crucial to focus on fighting corruption to do that. The distrust of governments and economic 

leaders provokes a similar distrust of the law itself. The fight against corruption therefore strengthens the 

rule of the law in the states. They must also concentrate on creating jobs for their population; for 

instance, states could invest in local oil processing. This would not only appease protesters and give 

their people a perspective; it would also decrease the states’ dependency on exports. 

While states need to take responsibilities, it must be remembered that pirates and armed robbers 

are still criminals who cannot be allowed to escape consequences.  While states need to provide 

stability, results will not arise immediately. States still need to improve their legislature where necessary 

and continue to work together. While pirates are rarely caught, a close cooperation of states with 

information sharing will allow their persecution and lead to convictions. Better law enforcement that can 

be achieved this way is also needed to regain shipowners trust, and thus promote the reporting of 

incidents as they often abstain from doing so in fear of future attacks and seeing no severe 

consequences for the attackers being enforced. 

While international operations are no solution for this issue, the international community can still 

assist the affected states in their efforts. The states in the region need funds to realize their stabilization 

and the creation of jobs which they cannot sustain on their own. International support is also needed for 

the training of security forces which will still be used until piracy in the Gulf of Guinea ceases to exist. 

Taking on this issue means a challenge far beyond the fight against piracy; however, if 

successful, it will lead to a far more prosperous Gulf of Guinea region. Therefore, it is crucial for the 

development of the affected states. 
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